Evidence-based research

Research shows that specialised bracing can be an effective non-surgical treatment for kyphosis.

- SOSORT experts support the use of rigid bracing and specifically designed exercises to help correct thoracic hyperkyphosis.
- Specialised kyphosis bracing has been shown to improve kyphotic curves.
- Bracing has been shown to be successful in reducing curve size and progression in patients with Scheuermann's kyphosis.

Research available at www.scolicare.com/research

KyphoBrace can be used in the treatment of various kyphosis cases and may:

- Not only hold progression, but may also reduce the curve
- Improve postural appearance
- Improve body cosmetics
- Reduce pain

KyphoBrace is only available through certified ScoliCare Clinics and trained ScoliBrace Providers.

Contact your local ScoliBrace Clinic -
The KyphoBrace is a corrective brace, and aims to restore a patient’s thoracic kyphosis angle to within a range that is considered normal for their age.

Curve reduction may be achieved in the majority of cases while improving the patient’s posture and overall appearance of their body.

Brace treatment can also be combined with a kyphosis specific exercise program.

3D designed for a 3D condition

Kyphosis is a three dimensional condition, so effective treatments need to be three dimensional too. BraceScan combines 3D full body scanning technology, x-rays and posture photographs.

Each brace is custom designed for the individual with Computer Aided Design (CAD) and then created with Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM).

Our approach:
- 3D body scan with BraceScan
- Design and creation of your KyphoBrace
- Brace fitting
- Regular reviews to monitor progress
- Ongoing care and support after brace treatment

Patient-centred approach

KyphoBrace can help patients with the following conditions:

- Scheuermann’s kyphosis
- Hyper-kyphosis
- Thoracolumbar kyphosis
- Anterior sagittal balance

KyphoBrace is also patient friendly. It opens and closes at the front, making it easy to wear and remove without assistance. It’s also almost invisible under clothing.

There is a variety of colors and patterns available for patients to personalise the look of their brace.

“
My brace has made such a difference in how I look, and how I feel .. I can walk much straighter now
“

Sam, Patient